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Complementary DNA strands in solution reliably hybridize to form stable duplexes. We study the kinetics of
the hybridization process and the mechanisms by which two initially isolated strands come together to form
a stable double helix. We adopt a multi-step computational approach. First, we perform a large number
of Brownian dynamics simulations of the hybridization process using the coarse-grained oxDNA2 model.
Second, we use these simulations to construct a Markov State Model of DNA dynamics that uses a state
decomposition based on the inter-strand hydrogen bonding pattern. Third, we take advantage of Transition
Path Theory to obtain quantitative information about the thermodynamic and dynamic properties of the
hybridization process. We find that while there is a large ensemble of possible hybridization pathways there
is a single dominant mechanism in which an initial base pair forms close to either end of the nascent double
helix, and the remaining bases pair sequentially in a zipper-like fashion. We also show that the number of
formed base pairs by itself is insufficient to describe the transition state of the hybridization process.
INTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a biopolymer that con-
tains the information of life. Its crucial role in biol-
ogy and its many uses in technological applications such
as DNA origami1,2 and nanoparticle linker3,4 depend on
DNA’s ability to hybridize: two single-stranded DNA (ss-
DNA) molecules bind to form a double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) duplex. The duplex is stabilized by hydrogen
bonds between the nucleobases adenine (A), thymine (T),
guanine (G), and cytosine (C).
The mechanism of hybridization remains a topic of cur-
rent research. Classically, hybridization is thought of as
a two-step process in which the strands first form an ini-
tial nucleus of hydrogen-bonded base pairs, which is then
followed by the strands “zipping up” to form the fully hy-
bridized double helix5. It was later found that at least
three base pairs were necessary for a thermodynamically
stable binding nucleus6. Recent experiments on RNA, on
the other hand, found a threshold of seven base pairs7. A
more complex mechanism based on a three-step process
has been proposed8. Here the two strands initially bind
by non-specific interactions. The first stable base pair
is then formed either through a one-dimensional sliding
motion in which the strands search for an initial nucle-
ation point, or through internal displacements in which
the strands traverse each other in an inchworm-like mo-
tion. Once an initial nucleation point is found, the bases
zip up to fully hybridize as in the classical mechanism.
It is challenging to observe hybridization in a base-by-
base manner in experiments. Previous work has been
done on detection of hybridization in bulk solution us-
ing a variety of techniques, including absorption spec-
troscopy5,9,10, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy11,
and electrochemistry12. Recently, there have been ad-
vances in single molecule experiments to study hy-
bridization using electrochemical techniques13 and force
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FIG. 1. Top: Snapshots from a typical hybridization trajec-
tory of a coarse-grained oxDNA2 simulation. Each strand
has 14 bases, and each base is visualized by two particles: a
sphere that represents the backbone and a disc that repre-
sents the base. The two strands make an initial contact near
the end of the strands and then zip up to a fully hybridized
state. Bottom: Schematic representation of the inter-strand
hydrogen bonding pattern. Red and blue lines represent the
two strands, and black lines denote hydrogen bonds.
probes14,15. There have also been studies of DNA at
the base level using fluorescence resonance energy trans-
fer7,16,17 and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy18–20.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) computer simulations can
provide insight into the hybridization mechanism on a
base-by-base level. While an atomistic description of
the two strands, water, and counterions would provide
the highest resolution, it is computationally too expen-
sive to obtain a large dataset of hybridization trajecto-
ries. Coarse-grained models sacrifice detail for speed, and
several such models of DNA can be found in the litera-
ture. In this work we use the recently developed oxDNA
2 model, in which each nucleotide is described by three
interaction sites: a backbone site, a hydrogen bonding
site, and a stacking site (Figure 1 top). It is parametrized
to match the melting temperatures of the SantaLucia
model21 at various salt concentrations, as well as physical
characteristics such as major-minor grooving and radius
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2of gyration22. Interactions in the oxDNA2 model include
stacking, hydrogen bonding and electrostatics. It has
been used to study processes such as hybridization23 and
toehold-mediated strand displacement24. In their study
on hybridization, Ouldridge and coworkers used Forward
Flux Sampling to guide the system toward the duplexed
state23. They found a mechanism consistent with a two
step process of nucleation and zipping up similar to the
classical mechanism.
Here we adopt a different approach to obtaining mech-
anistic information about the hybridization pathway
from coarse-grained simulations. Starting with a large set
of hybridization trajectories we construct a Markov State
Model (MSM) that describes the stochastic dynamics of
the system across a large set of discrete states that rep-
resent the two strands’ hydrogen bonding pattern. The
generation of MSMs from MD simulations to describe
the dynamics of complex systems has been pioneered in
the context of protein folding25–28. Having obtained an
MSM, we use the framework of Transition Path Theory
(TPT)29 to obtain quantitative information about the
ensemble of pathways by which DNA hybridizes.
METHODS
Coarse-Grained Molecular Simulations
We use the coarse grained oxDNA2 model to sim-
ulate DNA hybridization22. In this model, the sol-
vent is treated implicitly, and each nucleotide is repre-
sented by three particles: one for the DNA backbone
and two for the nucleobase. It is parametrized to repro-
duce the duplex melting temperatures of the SantaLu-
cia model21, which it does accurately22. It incorporates
a limited amount of sequence specificity by considering
base-dependent stacking interactions. The strength of
inter-base hydrogen bonds, on the other hand, is consid-
ered to be the same for A-T and G-C base pairs, and
mismatched bases cannot form hydrogen bonds.
We simulated two (α = 1, 2) complementary strands
of DNA with N = 14 bases each. The sequences are
3’-GCTGTTCGGTCTAT-5’
5’-CGACAAGCCAGATA-3’
and are designed to limit non-intended base-pairing23. At
the beginning of a trajectory, the two strands were placed
at random positions in a cubic simulation box with 10 nm
side length. The dynamics of the system was propagated
for up to 3 microseconds or until the strands were fully
hybridized, i.e., each base formed a hydrogen bond with
its complementary pair. Two bases were considered hy-
drogen bonded if their hydrogen bond contribution to
the interaction energy was larger than 1.79 kcal/mol as
done in previous work23. The simulation timestep was 15
femtoseconds. Temperature was held fixed at 300 Kelvin
using an Anderson-like thermostat that stochastically re-
sets a particle’s momentum, using a collision time of 103
steps and a collision probability of 0.02 as used in pre-
vious work23. Electrostatic interactions where computed
for an effective salt concentration of 0.5 M.
Construction of the Markov State Model
In order to create an MSM, we partitioned the raw
molecular dynamics data into individual states at each
timestep. The states are defined based on the hydro-
gen bonding pattern of the two strands. The bases in
each strand were labelled i, j = 1...N from the 3′ end
to 5′ end. At each timestep, we determined which bases
are hydrogen bonded with each other. The hydrogen
bonding pattern only includes bonding between the two
strands; instances of intra-strand bonding were ignored.
If a base has hydrogen bonding interactions with more
than one other base, only the base with the strongest
interaction was considered. From this list of hydrogen
bonds, we labelled each state s with a number m that
encodes the hydrogen bond sequence:
m(s) =
N∑
i=1
(N + 1)i
N∑
j=1
j ω1ij(s) (1)
where
ωαij(s) =

1 if base i in strand α is bound to
base j in strand 3− α;
0 otherwise.
(2)
This encoding scheme ensures that each state label is
unique, and that we can recover the bonding pattern
from the number m alone. The states s are sequentially
labelled from 1 to M , the total number of visited states.
We adopt the convention that s = 1 refers to the un-
bound state, whereas s = 2, . . . ,M index states with at
least one hydrogen bond in arbitrary order.
Because each base can bind to at most one other base in
the opposing strand, the total number of states encoded
by (1) is
N∑
k=0
(N !)2
k!((N − k)!)2 , (3)
where N is the number of bases in a single strand. For
N = 14 we obtain approximately 1.6× 1013 distinct
states. In practice, however, our simulations visit only
M = 8942 of those, which shows that the vast majority
of states are not physically relevant.
Because the entire hydrogen bonding pattern between
the two strands is a complex descriptor, we define two ob-
servables that provide limited but intuitive information
about a state. The first is the net binding count C(s),
which is defined as the difference between the number of
native base pairs (base pairs that also exist in the fully
3hybridized conformation) and the number of non-native
base pairs:
C(s) =
N∑
i=1
2ω1i(N+1−i)(s)−
N∑
j=1
ω1ij(s). (4)
In principle the value of C ranges from −N to N , with
C = N for the fully hybridized state.
The second observable, center of hybridization D(s),
reports on the positions of bases in strand α = 1 that are
paired with bases in the other strand:
D(s) =
N∑
i=1
h1i(s)
(
N + 1
2
− i
)
, (5)
where
hαi(s) =
N∑
j=1
ωαij(s) (6)
is one if base i is hydrogen bonded to any base on the
other strand, and zero otherwise. States with positive D
have more bonding of strand 1 at the 3′ end, while those
with negative D have more bonding at the 5′ end.
Having established the state space of the Markov
model, we proceed by converting each oxDNA simula-
tion trajectories into a sequence m1,m2, . . . of hydro-
gen bonding classifiers. The time ∆ between steps in
this sequence is determined by the output frequency of
the coarse-grained simulations. We then use the MSM-
Builder software package30 to construct from these se-
quences a family of MSMs, parametrized by the lag time
τ (which must be a multiple of ∆). This is done in
two steps. First we determine the number of transitions
between states that are a time τ apart using a sliding-
window counting scheme. From this count matrix we
obtain the transition probability matrix T using a Max-
imum Likelihood Estimator that enforces detailed bal-
ance31.
For each MSM we then solve the eigenvalue equation
ψiT = λiψi, (7)
i.e., ψi is i-th left eigenvector of T and λi is its eigenvalue.
If T is a regular stochastic matrix, then the Perron-
Frobenius theorem guarantees that the largest eigenvalue
(which we take to be λ1) is equal to one, and the cor-
responding eigenvector ψ1 ≡ pi, when properly normal-
ized, is the equilibrium probability distribution. All other
eigenvalues are less than one in magnitude, and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors describe dynamical processes that
redistribute probability among the states. These pro-
cesses relax on the so-called implied time scale
ti = − τ
lnλi
. (8)
The parameter τ that enters the construction of an
MSM must be carefully chosen. One typically desires a
small lag time so that the MSM has the highest possible
temporal resolution. However, if τ is too short then the
MSM does not accurately describe the dynamics of the
original system. To find the shortest acceptable lag time
we use a basic property of MSMs32: the time scales (8)
are independent of τ if the latter exceeds the time over
which the system dynamics becomes Markovian. We
therefore build MSMs for a range of lag times, and calcu-
late their slowest relaxation time scales. We then choose
the lag time as the time at which the implied time scales
become independent of τ .
Transition Path Theory
Once an accurate MSM has been built, one can use
different approaches to analyze its behavior in addition
to the eigenvector decomposition (7). We use Transi-
tion Path Theory26,29,33 to obtain statistical information
about the DNA hybridization mechanism. A transition
path connects a set of reactant states, A, to a set of prod-
uct states, B, which we take to be the fully unbound and
the fully hybridized state, respectively. All other states
form the set of intermediates, I. Using the TPT function-
ality of the MSMBuilder software30, we calculate for each
state the forward committor, q+i , which is the probability
of reaching state A before reaching state B when starting
from state i. Reactant and product states have commit-
tor values of 0 and 1, respectively, and the committor for
the remaining states can be obtained by solving the set
of equations26
− q+i +
∑
j∈I
Tijq
+
j = −
∑
j∈B
Tij (9)
The forward committor is a measure of how far along
a transition any individual state is, and is therefore the
ideal reaction coordinate. An analogous quantity, the
backward committor, is the reaction coordinate for the
inverse path. For a transition matrix that obeys detailed
balance, the backwards committor is q−i = 1− q+i .
TPT allows us to calculate which pathways contribute
most to DNA hybridization by considering the flux be-
tween two states, which is the expected number of transi-
tions between those states within one timestep. Limiting
ourselves to reactive paths that connect A and B, the
flux between two states i and j is26
fij = piiq
−
i Tijq
+
j (10)
where pii is the equilibrium population of state i. Trajec-
tories can go back and forth between two states, which
builds up flux between those states but this built-up flux
does not contribute towards reaching the product states
B. The net flux26
f+ij = max(fij − fji, 0) (11)
removes the effects of such recrossings. The capacity of
an entire path is defined as the smallest net flux of each
4of its transitions. With these quantities at hand, one
can calculate the highest capacity pathways that connect
reactive and product states.
A related property is the “fraction visited” of a state,
which is the fraction of reactive paths that visit the state
along the way34. This quantity can also be calculated
using the MSMBuilder software.
One way we calculate rate information is through the
mean first passage time (MFPT). We compute the MFPT
to reach the fully hybridized state for all other states by
solving the equation35
(E − T ′)b = c (12)
where T ′ is a matrix with elements
T ′ij =

2, if i ∈ B and j = i
0, if i ∈ B and j 6= i
Tij , otherwise,
(13)
E is the MxM identity matrix, b is the vector of mean
first passage times in units of the lag time τ , and c is an
M-length column vector containing all ones except at the
sink states, where it is 0.
As an alternative to the MFPT, we also calculate the
time scale tA→B of the hybridization process, defined as26
tA→B =
M∑
i=1
piiq
−
i
M∑
j=2
pi1T1jq
+
j
τ. (14)
Here, the denominator corresponds to the expected num-
ber of transitions between A and B per time τ in either
direction, and the numerator is the fraction of paths in
the forward direction.
RESULTS
We begin with a large number of hybridization tra-
jectories obtained using the oxDNA model. Using the
mapping (1), we convert them to trajectories in the dis-
cretized state space that describes the two DNA strands’
hydrogen bonding pattern. As described in the Meth-
ods section, we construct a series of MSMs from these
discretized trajectories by counting transitions that oc-
cur over the lag time τ . If the Markovian dynamics de-
scribed by an MSM is an accurate approximation of the
underlying oxDNA dynamics, then the relaxation time
scales (8) are independent of the lag time. To find the
smallest value of τ for which this is the case, we plot in
Figure 2 the implied time scales for the ten slowest re-
laxation processes of MSMs constructed using different
lag times. We find that τ = 0.75 ns is the shortest ac-
ceptable lag time, and use the corresponding MSM in the
following analysis.
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FIG. 2. The ten longest relaxation time scales of MSMs built
with increasing lag time τ . Only at sufficiently long lag times
the relaxation time scales become independent of τ , which is a
necessary condition for the system dynamics to be Markovian.
The process with the longest relaxation time scale corresponds
to the transition from the fully unbound to a hybridized state
(Table I).
State
Contribution
to Slowest
Process
-1.00
0.46
0.16
0.16
0.05
TABLE I. Five states with the largest (by magnitude) contri-
butions to the eigenvector of the process with the longest re-
laxation time scale. The eigenvector is normalized so that the
unbound state has a contribution of -1. This process mostly
shifts probability from the unbound state to the completely
hybridized and three mostly hybridized states.
Figure 2 also shows that there is a large, 100-fold dif-
ference in the time scale between the slowest relaxation
process and the second-slowest one. To illustrate the na-
ture of this lengthy process, we show in Table I the five
states that have the largest contribution to the corre-
sponding eigenvector. The eigenvector is defined only up
to a multiplicative constant, which we chose such that
the unbound state has a contribution of -1. We see
that the slowest process describes transformations be-
tween the unbound state on one side and completely or
mostly hybridized states on the other. Among the lat-
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FIG. 3. Free energy of each state, projected onto the Net
Binding Count C. The free energy was calculated from the
equilibrium probability distribution. Areas with more states
appear darker. States with a large number of bound bases
tend to have a low free energy. The filled points are the states
that appear in the 20 highest capacity paths. The solid black
line is the line of best fit of the filled points.
ter, the perfect duplex has the largest weight, but states
that show fraying at either or both ends also contribute
significantly to this process.
The eigenvector of the transition matrix that has an
eigenvalue of 1, when properly normalized, is the vector
of equilibrium probabilities, pi. From it, we compute the
difference in free energy between the unbound and the
i-th state as
∆Gi = −kBT ln
(
pii
pi1
)
. (15)
Figure 3 shows these free energies projected onto the net
binding count C, defined in equation (4). We find that
the initial, unbound state has a significantly lower free
energy than any other state with a net binding count
close to zero. The reason for that is the loss of transla-
tional entropy when going from two independently dif-
fusing strands to a single, partially bound duplex. Its
magnitude depends on the size of the simulation box,
and therefore on the concentration of DNA strands23.
There is a large ensemble of duplex states that vary sig-
nificantly in free energy, but there is a clear trend of
decreasing free energy as the the net binding count in-
creases. There is only a single state with C = N , the
final and fully hybridized state, which is also the global
free energy minimum of the system.
From this graph we estimate the average free energy
gain of forming a base pair by calculating a linear fit
to the free energies of those states that appear in the
twenty paths with the largest capacity (see below). We
obtain a negative slope of approximately 1.4kBT , or
0.83 kcal/mol, per base pair. This is smaller than ex-
perimental measurements of base pair formation free en-
ergies36–41 and oxDNA results obtained at the same tem-
perature23, but matches oxDNA calculations at elevated
temperatures22,23,42.
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FIG. 4. Eight paths with the highest flux that connect the
unbound state (triangle) to the completely hybridized state
(square), shown on a two-dimensional projection of all states
onto the net binding count C and the center of hybridization
D.
In addition to equilibrium free energies, we obtain ki-
netic information from the MSM. There are multiple
ways to measure the time scale of hybridization. First,
we use the implied time scale (8) of the slowest relax-
ation process, which we have shown to correspond to
DNA hybridization (Table I). Second, we calculate the
mean first passage time (12) from the the unbound to
the fully bound state. Third, we compute the hybridiza-
tion time scale from the total flux (14). All three meth-
ods yield a consistent estimate for the bimolecular rate
constant of khyb = ([DNA] thyb)
−1 = 1.6× 108 M−1s−1.
This is slower than the rate constant 7.7× 108 M−1s−1
obtained by Ouldridge and coworkers form oxDNA sim-
ulations, but still significantly faster than experimental
measurements9.
A major advantage of describing the DNA dynamics
by a Markov model is that we can obtain statistical in-
formation about the hybridization pathways using Tran-
sition Path Theory. We use MSMBuilder to calculate
the paths with the highest net flux. The top eight paths,
projected onto the net binding count C and the center
of hybridization D, are shown in Figure 4. In this two-
dimensional representation, the initial, unbound state is
located at (C,D) = (0, 0), and the final, fully hybridized
state lies at (N, 0). The eight highest-flux paths connect
these two states by a series of transitions that mainly oc-
cur along the upper or the lower boundary of the set of
available states. Because each step in the Markov chain
corresponds to a physical timestep of length τ , it is pos-
sible that hydrogen bonds between multiple bases form
or break in a single step.
The location of these highest flux paths reveals the
principal mechanism of hybridization: bases initially pair
near either end of the strands, and the remaining bases
then form hydrogen bonds with their opposing counter-
parts in a mostly sequential, zipper-like fashion. This
process, however, is not entirely rigid: the pathways with
the 6th and 7th highest flux contain transitions that ap-
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FIG. 5. Illustration of the fraction visited of states along the
hybridization pathways. States that are visited more often
are shown in darker colors. Multiple nested pathways are
discernible, each corresponding to a zipper mechanism. The
outer layer contains states with adjacent bases bound, starting
from either end of the strand. The next layer contains states
in which base pairing starts at the second base from either
end.
pear as vertical lines in Figure 4. These transitions corre-
spond to the formation of the next rung in the hydrogen
bond ladder, while at the same time the base pair at the
end of the strand breaks. Simple end fraying, i.e., the
breaking and subsequent reforming of a terminal base
pair, occurs frequently in the MSM trajectories but is
not apparent in the path analysis, because it does not
contribute to the net flux of a path.
To identify the states that contribute most to the hy-
bridization process we compute the “fraction visited” of
each state, defined as the fraction of reactive paths that
pass through that state34. In the (C,D) representation,
these states that are visited most frequently form a se-
ries of concentric layers, shown in Figure 5. States in the
outer layer, which have the highest probability of being
visited in a reactive trajectory, contain a single, consecu-
tive segment of hybridized bases that begins on one end
of the strands. The hybridization pattern of states in the
second layer is similar, except that paired segment starts
at the second-to-last base on either end of the strand.
These states with a frayed end have a lower probability
of being visited. States in even more central layers show
more extensive end fraying. This figure illustrates that
states with a single block of hybridized base pairs, which
can be reached for example by the step-wise base pairing
in a zipper-like mechanism, have the highest likelihood
to be visited along a reactive trajectory.
Transition Path Theory is built around the committor
qi, which is defined as the probability that a trajectory
starting from state i will reach the product state B before
it reaches the reactant state A. It describes the position
of a state along the A→ B reaction, and is considered the
ideal reaction coordinate. It is completely determined by
the choice of reactant and product states and the rules
of the underlying dynamics, and does not require an ar-
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FIG. 6. Committor value of each state, projected onto the
net binding count. Higher opacity indicates a larger number
of states. The committor, a measure of progress towards the
hybridized product state, increases rapidly at small values of
C. States with the same net binding count can have very
different committor values.
bitrary choice of a low-dimensional collective variable to
measure the reaction progress. On the other hand, it
can be difficult to obtain physical meaning from a set of
committor values.
To measure the extent to which the committor values
correlate with the physically intuitive net binding count,
we show in Figure 6 a scatter plot of these two quantities.
By construction, the unbound and the fully hybridized
states have committor values of 0 and 1, respectively.
We see that all states with C & 4 have a committor
value of nearly unity, which means that these states are
almost certain to evolve towards a fully hybridized DNA
duplex. States with C . −4, on the other hand, will al-
most always separate into two isolated strands. We find
that states with a net binding count close to 0 show a
large variability of their committor values, which span
the entire range from 0 to 1. In this region, where states
have a similar number of native and non-native bonds,
it is not possible to infer the committor value from a
measurement of the net binding count alone. In partic-
ular, we cannot select the subset of states with q = 1/2
by specifying C alone. The net binding count is there-
fore not a useful reaction coordinate, because one cannot
describe the set of transition states with it.
The predictive power of the net binding count improves
if we limit ourselves to only those states that have only
native bonds between bases. This is the case for 4805
out of the 8942 states in the MSM. The observable C is
then simply the number of such bonds, and its correlation
with the committor is shown in Figure 7. We find that
the range of committor values for a given choice of C
is significantly shorter, and the majority of states with
q ≈ 1/2 have a binding count of 1. Nevertheless, there
are also transition states with 2, 3, or 4 native base pairs.
Returning to the full state space shown in Figure 6, we
find that 46 states have a committor between 0.45 and
0.55, which we consider transition states. To identify
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FIG. 7. Committor values of the subset of states that have
only native base pairs. Considering those states only, the
average committor for states with a single, native base pair is
0.5.
those that are most important to the hybridization pro-
cess, we compute the fraction of reactive trajectories that
visit these states. Figure 8 shows the eight states with
the highest fraction visited. The top two most visited
transition states contain two native base pairs at either
end, and together are visited in approximately 11% of
hybridization trajectories. The next five transition states
have only a single native base pair at different positions.
Following with significantly lower probability, the eighth
transition state is the first to contain nonnative in addi-
tion to native base pairs.
The sum of these probabilities, i.e., the probability that
a hybridization pathway visits any of these states, is sig-
nificantly less than one. The reason for that is that due to
relative large lag time of our model, multiple base pairs
can form or break within a single step of the Markov
chain. The system can therefore skip these states, and
evolve from the unbound to the duplexed state without
visiting any transition state along the way.
The results indicate that the initial formation of the
first one or two base pairs is crucial to decide the fate
of the newly formed complex. We therefore calculated
which bases along the DNA strands are most likely to be
involved in those initial contacts. To this end we calcu-
lated the probability that base i in strand α is bound to
any other base in the ensemble of states that is weighted
by their probability to be visited directly from the un-
bound state:
M∑
s=2
T1shαi(s)
1− T11 . (16)
The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 9. We
find that the bases at the third position from either end of
the strand has the highest probability of being part of the
initial base pairing. Bases at the ends or in the middle of
the strands have a significantly lower probability. These
observations are consistent across both strands.
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FIG. 8. The fraction visited of transition states, i.e., states
with committor values between 0.45 and 0.55. Transition
states with native base pairs at the ends are often visited
along the hybridization pathway.
Having established that bases close to, but not directly
at, the ends of the DNA strands are more likely to partic-
ipate in the initial base pairing, we now study the effect
of these base pairs on the probability of successful hy-
bridization. Figure 10 shows the committor values of the
14 states that have a single, native base pair. We find
that if this base pair is located positions 3–6 or 12, then
the probability that the DNA will fully hybridize is large.
If the base pair forms in the middle or at either end, then
the nascent duplex is more likely to fall apart.
DISCUSSION
We investigated how DNA hybridizes and identified
the important states and pathways in going from ssDNA
to dsDNA. We identified the important states and path-
ways by simulating coarse-grained DNA and creating an
MSM from the simulation data. Our results suggest the
most important transition states contain one or two na-
tive base pairs. To have a high likelihood of binding, we
only required 3 native base pairs. Our most important
pathways also show a zipping up process as suggested by
previous work5,6. Our results suggest that once a few
bases are bound, DNA is likely to finish binding fully.
The DNA tended to bind from one end instead of in
the middle (Figure 5). That suggests the identity of the
bases on the ends could control the kinetics more than
those in the middle. The number of bases required before
full hybridization in our model seems to be smaller than
in other experiments6,7, but is consistent with results in
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FIG. 9. Probability that a base will appear in a first contact
of the two strands. The third base from either end has a
significantly higher probability to participate in the initial
base pairing than a base in the middle or at the end of a
strand.
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FIG. 10. The committor of states that contain only a single
native base pair and no non-native base pairs. If the single
base pair is at the end or in the middle then the committor is
low, indicating that this nascent duplex is more likely to fall
apart than to proceed to full hybridization.
previous oxDNA2 simulations23.
One strength of our approach was building up a model
from simulation data. From this, we were able to get
information on the large number of potential paths and
the kinetics associated with those paths. By the nature
of this problem, there is a large state space of theoret-
ically 1.6× 1013 states but we only access 8952 states.
This shows the number of relevant states for hybridiza-
tion is much smaller than the theoretical number of pos-
sible states.
Hybridization has been studied using oxDNA2 but us-
ing forward flux sampling, a technique for accelerating
dynamics23. Our results are consistent with those found
by Ouldridge and coworkers23. Qualitatively, they find a
larger probability of initial binding near the ends of the
strands. Additionally they find the probability of reach-
ing the fully hybridized state is larger for base pairs near
the middle of the strand in comparison towards the ends.
They also observe a nucleation and zipping process.
Because the MSM is built from oxDNA simulations it
can at best be as accurate as this coarse-grained force
field. Any deficiency in the underlying force field will
propagate into the MSM. Other coarse-grained models of
DNA are available, for example the 3SPN force field 43–45.
Previously it was found that oxDNA and 3SPN exhibit
different hybridization pathways23. Not surprisingly, our
MSM is consistent with previous studies of the oxDNA
force field.
Another factor that limits the analysis is the choice of
variable of interest. We partitioned the states by hydro-
gen bonding and that does not seem to be an appropri-
ate reaction coordinate. In a good reaction coordinate,
each value on the reaction coordinate should have a sin-
gle value of a committor46. This property is not seen
in our committor plot (Figure 6). For instance at a Net
Binding Count of 0, we have committors that range from
0 to 1. So while extent of hydrogen bonding is a physical
and intuitive reaction coordinate, it is not a good reac-
tion coordinate. It does seem to be valid for states that
only contain native base pairs (Figure 7).
Creating an MSM has an important advantage over
some other enhanced sampling techniques such as Um-
brella Sampling47, Metadynamics48, or Forward Flux
Sampling49. In those methods one must first define a co-
ordinate of interest, often called collective variable (CV),
before running the simulation. However, it is often not
clear beforehand which CV provides a good description
of the process of interest, and one would have to per-
form another set of simulations if one wanted to con-
sider different CVs. In our approach there is no need to
specify a proposed CV before collecting simulation data.
The MSM itself does not describe the system dynamics
in terms of a one-dimensional reaction coordinate. In-
stead it views the dynamics as a sequence of transition
in a arbitrarily complex network of states. Where we did
make a choice is in the construction of the MSM when
we picked a state decomposition based on the pattern of
inter-strand hydrogen bonds. Making a different choice
would require the calculation of another MSM transition
matrix, but it would not require a new set of molecular
mechanics simulations which would be computationally
expensive.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that the combination of coarse-grained
Brownian dynamics simulations, Markov State Models,
and Transition Path Theory forms a powerful tool to
study the kinetic properties and dynamical pathways of
DNA hybridization. Our results are consistent with the
classical zipper model: once an initial nucleus of hy-
9bridized base pairs is formed, it grows and neighboring
bases zip up sequentially. We find the size of the initial
nucleus to lie between one and two base pairs, and that
in general the net number of base pairs is not a suffi-
ciently informative observable to characterize the transi-
tion state ensemble.
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